Taves (PALIK SERIES, BearManor, 2013) , containing the short stories "San Carlos,""The Siege of Rome," and "Martin Paz, or The Pearl of Lima," as well as the essay "Future of the Submarine." Of special note in this list are the translations of previously untranslated works by Verne that are sponsored by the North American Jules Verne Society in its PALIK SERIES (from a bequest of the late Edward D. Palik).
As for Verne criticism during the past decade, the most significant venue has been the website Verniana founded in 2008 at <www.verniana.org>. In its own words, Verniana is "an international multilingual and peer-reviewed online journal that will consider any original contribution that advances knowledge about Jules Verne and his works." A sampling of the many interesting articles published to date in Verniana might include the following:
Walter This translation is severely abridged, and almost all the passages excised from Verne's original French text happen to be in some way or another critical of England and/or the English people....
Given this massive tampering with Verne's original novel, it seems highly ironic that the publisher of this book-in an obvious attempt to hype this modern repackaging of a very old, very bad translation-tries to advertise Jules Verne as "a social satirist whose work has been compared to that of Montesquieu, Swift and Voltaire"....
To summarize, a revised and more accurate English translation of Verne's L'Île à hélice would have been genuinely welcome and would have done honor to any publisher. In contrast, this book brings shame: it represents a commercialized resurrection of a translator's travesty, and it aptly demonstrates how an industry's profit motive can sometimes overpower its sense of literary integrity. ("New and Recycled" 262) Before Noiset's translation, the only available English-language version of this novel was the horridly bowdlerized one described above and an even more chopped-down version (the "Fitzroy" edition) published in 1961.
There is much to like in this new Verne translation by Noiset. The fine art of translating-blending textual faithfulness with discursive fluidity-is clearly evident in her prose. And the book's introduction by reputed Verne scholar Volker Dehs is both accurate and insightful. The only drawback to this otherwise commendable book is its regrettable lack of illustrations; the original French octavo edition featured some eighty marvelous illustrations by Léon Benett , an artist whose work graced the pages of more than two dozen of Verne's Extraordinary Voyages.
Brian Taves Encyclopedia (1996) , and president of the North American Jules Verne Society, Taves ideally combines the requisite areas of expertise on Verne and the history of cinema. And both are on full display in Hollywood Presents Jules Verne.
The book is organized chronologically, both to take into account the impact of evolving technology on cinema production and to better witness "the intertwined industries of filmmaking and publishing" where "numerous exchanges have been made between the visual media and the appearances of Verne books, comic books, biographies, and children's editions" (11). This approach also permits Taves to identify certain "'cycles' of Verne filmmaking in both live action and animation" (11) True to his promise in the book's introduction, Taves discusses not only the big-budget live-action Hollywood movies based-however loosely-on Verne but also those made-for-television films (including miniseries) as well as a broad range of animated versions (for children and adults). More than offering generic plot descriptions and simple knee-jerk judgments of how faithful or unfaithful to its source a particular film might be, Taves analyzes the thematic richness of its vision, the sophistication of its script, the quality of the acting, the technological innovations used in its production, and the behind-closed-doors story of its financing, directorial priorities, and "inside Hollywood" deals that led to its creation. Taves also focuses on what he calls the role of "intertextuality" in Verne cinema-the "degree to which a film of one story often impacted not only a remake but also a film of another story" (11)-as well as other cultural influences such as comic books, theme park rides, and video games. Finally, he gives clear examples of the questions he asks when reviewing these cinematic adaptations: Do they retain Verne's original characters with the same traits? How does the enactment impact characterization, and is the dialogue commensurate with the setting or a more modern vernacular? Are the themes the same ones Verne addressed, or are they expanded, or are others substituted in their place? Is the ending to the story the one provided in the source, or is it modified or altered completely? What myths about the author does this alteration create? Is the period the one intended by Verne, or is it shifted to another time or updated in other ways (such as atomic power)? How do such technical aspects as color, wide-screen, special effects, and three-dimensional filming contribute to visualizing Verne's imagination? How has the mimetic tradition of Verne filmmaking been enriched by the constant contrast and exchange with that which is more representational and experimental, especially the animated offerings? (11) (12) According to Taves, to date more than three hundred Verne-based movies for cinema or television have been filmed around the world. In this book, he discusses "only Verne films either made or co-produced in the English language" (9) and clarifies that he is using the term "Hollywood" in "the widest possible context, not simply for those productions filmed or shot within the city's geographical locality, but to indicate the industry's commercial influence in the Anglo-American world" (9). In other words, the reader must understand that Hollywood Presents Jules Verne tells only part of the story. For detailed information about those Verne screen adaptations produced in non-Anglophone countries-for example, by directors such as Georges Méliès in France, Stanislav Govorukhin in Bulgaria, Pawe³ Trzaska in Czechoslovakia, Hans-Dieter Schwarze in Germany, and Masayuki Akehi in Japan-one must look elsewhere.
1 For the most authoritative history of Verne filmography in English, however, this book is definitely the one to buy.
William Butcher's Jules Verne inédit is the first comprehensive and indepth examination of Verne's original manuscripts, the great majority of which are housed at the Bibliothèque municipale of Nantes, France. As Butcher explains:
Ces documents précieux dévoilent les romans d'avant la lecture de l'éditeur, Jules Hetzel, qui coupe, ou fait couper, tout ce qui lui semble inapte à être lu par les enfants bourgeois, que ce soit pour des raisons de politique, de violence ou d'érotisme.... La quasi-totalité des études à ce jour, même les éditions savantes de ces romans, négligent cet aspect: elles interprètent, non les oeuvres que le romanier écrit, mais celles, parfois maladroites, de temps à autre incompréhensibles, qui résultent des remaniements éditoriaux. La visée de ce volume sera en somme d'appréhender l'élaboration des oeuvres les plus importantes, de chercher Verne "à l'état nature." [These precious documents reveal the novels as they were before the publisher Jules Hetzel read them and before he cut, or had cut, everything that he deemed inappropriate for bourgeois children to read, whether it be for reasons of politics, violence, or eroticism.... The near totality of studies to this day, even the scholarly editions of Verne's novels, neglect this aspect: they interpret not the works the novelist wrote, but those sometimes clumsy and even incomprehensible ones that were the result of editorial rewrites. The goal of this book is therefore to understand how the author's most important works developed and to search for Verne "in his natural state."] (14) Here, in the opening pages of this hefty (nearly 500-page) volume, one finds an explicit explanation of the book's principal focus and most important polemical goal: to demonstrate the extent to which Pierre-Jules Hetzel, Verne's editor/publisher, repeatedly altered the author's stories, from his earliest rough-draft manuscripts to the final published versions of his Voyages extraordinaires. Tailoring his selection of texts to this specific purpose, Butcher has chosen twenty of Verne's earliest and most famous titles (out of more than sixty)-i.e., those works written between 1859 to 1879, the years when Verne was working most closely with Hetzel (who died in 1886), adopting him as his literary mentor and "spiritual father," as he once called him.
Jules Verne inédit contains twenty chapters, plus appendices (notes and select bibliography). The first two chapters introduce the reader to the book's modus operandi, to the structure and history of Verne's manuscripts, and to the different author-editor phases through which the texts passed before (and sometimes after) their publication. Included as well are excerpts from the correspondence between Verne and Hetzel during the editing process. Each chapter also features sample illustrations of the specific manuscript being discussed. Given their (often lengthy) scribbles in the margins, their multiple strikeouts, and their (often barely legible) overwrites, one soon comes to understand why Butcher chose to subtitle his book "The Manuscripts Deciphered." I will not spoil the reader's surprise by revealing the details of Hetzel's many alterations to Verne's manuscripts that are uncovered and analyzed by Butcher in Jules Verne inédit. But they are both substantial and wide-ranging, affecting the very identity of Verne's Voyages extraordinaires as we know them today. Vernians like myself have always been aware of some instances of Hetzel's censorship and rigid demands for rewrites that changed the fate of Verne's Hatteras, the identity and last words of his Nemo, and the conclusion of his Hector Servadac, for example. But even the most seasoned Verne scholar will be shocked at the extent to which Verne's most famous works were transformed by the hand of Hetzel. It seems fitting that the final chapter of Jules Verne inédit, which also serves as its conclusion, is titled "Déhetzeliser Verne?" [To "De-Hetzel" Verne?] , where Butcher asks-not entirely rhetorically-why Verne's original and genuine manuscript-based
